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Sodium storage in both solid–liquid and solid–solid interfaces is expected
to extend the horizon of sodium-ion batteries, leading to a new strategy for
developing high-performance energy-storage materials. Here, a novel composite
aerogel with porous Li4Ti5O12 (PLTO) nanofibers confined in a highly conductive
3D-interconnected graphene framework (G-PLTO) is designed and fabricated
for Na storage. A high capacity of 195 mA h g−1 at 0.2 C and super-long cycle
life up to 12 000 cycles are attained. Electrochemical analysis shows that the
intercalation-based and interfacial Na storage behaviors take effect simultaneously
in the G-PLTO composite aerogel. An integrated Na storage mechanism is
proposed. This study ascribes the excellent performance to the unique
structure, which not only offers short pathways for Na+ diffusion and conductive
networks for electron transport, but also guarantees plenty of PLTO–electrolyte
and PLTO–graphene interfacial sites for Na+ adsorption.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, rechargeable
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been
attracting intense interests as everincreasing concerns in renewable energy
storage for intermittent energy sources
such as solar and wind energy.[1] However, the fast growing demands for LIBs
have led to the upsurge in the price of the
lithium precursors. In addition, the limit
resource of lithium is also an obstacle for
the extension of LIBs to massive energy
storage. Recently, tremendous efforts
have been devoted to developing rechargeable batteries beyond LIBs to meet the
demands of large-scale energy storage.[4]
Among them, rechargeable sodium-ion
battery (SIB) represents one of the most
promising alternatives due to low cost, abundant resource of
sodium on earth and the property similarity between sodium
and lithium. Recent investigations on SIB cathodes have
mainly concentrated on materials such as Prussian blue,[10,11]
NaxCoO2,[12] Na3V2(PO4)3[13] and Na2FePO4F.[14] In the case of
anodes,[15] carbonaceous materials are the most intensively
investigated ones.[16–21] Despite the insufficient kinetics for
Na+ intercalating into the unmodified graphite carbon due to
its thermodynamically unfavorable structure toward Na+ insertion,[8] hard carbons with more disorder structure possessing
viable capacity and cycling performance represent the promising prospect.[17–21] However, the operating voltage in hard
carbons is too low (near zero versus Na+/Na), which may rise
safety concerns by Na metal dendrite formation, especially at
high current rates. Based on this consideration, Ti-based compounds with a relatively higher operating voltage have been
regarded as alternative candidates, for instance, TiO2 (including
both anatase and bronze phases),[22] Na2Ti3O7,[25] NaTiO2,[26] and
K0.8Ti1.73Li0.27O4.[27] The issues these candidates facing are the
relatively low capacity and unsatisfied rate capability because of
limited Na+ storage capability in the host structure and the low
instinct conductivity for both Na+ ions and electrons.
Recently, Sun et al.[28] reported the Na+ insertion into spinel
Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) with an average operating voltage of ≈0.9 V
and reversible capacity of ≈155 mA h g−1 at 0.1 C. A mechanism of three-phase separation is disclosed as 2 Li4Ti5O12 +
6 Na + 6 e ↔ Li7Ti5O12 + Na6LiTi5O12, with a theoretical
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capacity of 175 mA h g−1. In this context, LTO is potentially
available as a safe and high-performance anode for SIBs. For
practical applications, significant challenges still remain by
considering the intrinsically low ionic and electronic conductivity of LTO. Additionally, as the ionic radius of Na+ is larger
than that of Li+, one can imagine that it would be harder for
Na+ inserting into LTO than Li+.
Recent works have demonstrated that interfacial Li or Na
storage may occur when viable solid–liquid or solid–solid interfaces are designed in the battery system by constructing either
porous structure or mixed phase composition.[29] Such interfacial Li or Na storage not only contributes to an excess capacity
of the electrode, but also characterizes a capacitive feature that
is favorable to achieving a high rate capability and long cycling
life. In this regard, rational structure designs involving pore
structure and phase composition represent an effective direction toward high-performance batteries.
Herein we report a novel composite aerogel with integrated
design of pore structure and mixed phase composition, in
which porous LTO (PLTO) nanofibers are confined in the highly
conductive 3D interconnected graphene frameworks (G-PLTO).
Such integrated structure design offers not only short pathways
for Na+ diffusion and conductive networks for electron transport
but also plenty of interfacial sites for interfacial Na storage. The
combination of intercalation-based and interfacial Na storage
contributes to a high reversible capacity of 195 mA h g−1 at 0.2 C,
exceeding the theoretical capacity of LTO. Furthermore, the
unique structure is highly stable upon long-term cycling and

beneficial for the formation of a stable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer, which conduce to an ultralong cycle life of
12 000 cycles for the G-PLTO electrode. These findings provide
new insights into high-performance sodium-ion batteries for
large-scale energy storage applications.

2. Results and Discussion
PLTO nanofibers constructed by numerous nanoparticles
were synthesized via an electrospining method followed by
a post-annealing process, as described in detail in our previous work.[34] The subsequent hybridization of PLTO with
graphene oxide (GO) to form a 3D G-PLTO composite aerogel
was achieved by dispersing PLTO into GO solution, heattreating via a hydrothermal route with addition of ethylenediamine (EDA), and finally freeze-drying. Figure 1a graphically
illustrates the fabrication process of G-PLTO and its structural
profile for Na storage. Because of the electrostatic attraction
between the negative-charge GO and positive-charge PLTO
nanofibers, an evenly dispersed suspension is formed (Figure
1b). Under the hydrothermal treatment, EDA could reduce GO
into graphene and at the same time crosslink the graphene
sheets with volumetric shrinkage, giving rise to the formation
of G-PLTO hydrogel (Figure 1c). After freeze-drying, the 3D
interconnected structure can be well maintained (Figure 1d).
Figure 1e shows the fibrous morphology of the electrospun LTO
fibers. With a higher magnification, it can be clearly observed

Figure 1. a) Graphic illustration of the formation process of the G-PLTO aerogel. b–d) Photographs of the PLTO/GO suspension, PLTO/G hydrogel
and aerogel, respectively. e,f) SEM images of the PLTO product. g,h) SEM images of the G-PLTO composite aerogel.
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that each individual LTO fiber is constructed
by numerous nanoparticles and nanopores,
thus possessing a porous structure (Figure 1f
and Figure S1, Supporting Information).[34]
The morphology of the G-PLTO aerogel is
revealed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Figure 1g), showing that graphene
sheets connect with each other to form a
3D interconnected porous structure, where
numerous LTO nanofibers are confined. A
higher-magnified SEM image shows that
LTO nanofibers are wrapped by the graphene
sheet (Figure 1h).
More details of the structure for the
G-PLTO composite aerogel can be provided
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
in Figure 2. On the surface of the LTO fiber, a
thin layer of graphene can be clearly observed
(Figure 2a–c). Meanwhile, the nanoparticlesconstructed porous structure of the LTO
fiber can be further evidenced (Figure 2b).
High-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image in
Figure 2c shows clear lattices with a spacing
of 0.48 nm, which can be assigned to the
(111) plane of spinel Li4Ti5O12. The spinel
Li4Ti5O12 phase structure can be further
identified by the powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD, Figure S2, Supporting Information) and Raman spectroscopy (Figure S3,
Supporting Information) measurements.
We should also note that Raman spectrum Figure 2. a,b) TEM, c) HR-TEM, d) STEM images and the corresponding Ti, O, e) C element
mapping images for the G-PLTO composite aerogel.
of the G-PLTO composite aerogel shows
strong D and G peaks in addition to characteristic peaks of the Li4Ti5O12 phase, confirming the existence
This demonstrates that hybridizing PLTO with the highly
of graphene in the composite aerogel. The scanning transmisconductive 3D interconnected graphene frameworks can effision electron microscopy (STEM) image and the corresponding
ciently reduce the resistance of transporting Na+ ions and
Ti, O, C element mapping images reveal the homogenous
electrons. The representative glavanostatic cycling profiles
distribution of Ti and O elements in the fiber and C element
of the PLTO (Figure 3c) and G-PLTO (Figure 3d) electrodes
in the surface wrapped graphene (Figure 2d,e). The carbon
obtained at 0.2 C exhibit similar features on discharge with
content in the composite aerogel is quantified to be ≈20 wt%
a sloping region (I) from open circuit voltage (OCV) down
based on the thermogravimetry (TG) analysis (Figure S4,
to ≈0.75 V, a plateau (II) at ≈0.75 V and another sloping
Supporting Information).
region (III) from ≈0.75 down to 0.05 V. Regions I and II are
related to the Na+ insertion into the Li4Ti5O12 host structure
The electrochemical sodium storage behaviors and performances of the G-PLTO composite aerogel and pure PLTO
whereas Region III to the interfacial Na storage occurring
were evaluated in Na-half cell. The cyclic voltammetry (CV)
in the solid–liquid and solid–solid interfaces of the battery
curves for the initial 3 cycles at 0.1 mV s−1 of PLTO and
system. By comparing the capacity contributions from the
three regions (Figure 3e,f), we can conclude that the Na+ ions
G-PLTO are shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively. In both
cases, a peak below 0.5 V can be observed in the first cycle
stored through both insertion and interfacial adsorption in
and disappears in the subsequent cycling process. This may
G-PLTO are much more than those in PLTO, giving rise to a
be related to the formation of a SEI layer on the electrode
much higher capacity for G-PLTO (195 mA h g−1) than that for
surface in the initial cycle.[4,35] A pair of reduction/oxidaPLTO (110 mA h g−1). Interestingly, the value of 195 mA h g−1
tion peaks at 0.63/1.06 V for PLTO and 0.75/1.0 for G-PLTO
exceeds the theoretical capacity of Li4Ti5O12 (175 mA h g−1),
can be seen in the first and subsequence cycles, which are
which should be attributed to the additional interfacial Na
assigned to the Na+ insertion/extraction into/out of the
storage occurring in the interfaces of Li4Ti5O12–electrolyte,
Li4Ti5O12 host structure (Li4Ti5O12 ↔ Na6LiTi5O12).[28,36,37] It
graphene–electrolyte and Li4Ti5O12–graphene. This will be
is interesting to note that the peak separation value (ΔE) for
discussed later in more details. It is not surprising that the
G-PLTO is much smaller than that of PLTO (0.25 V vs 0.43 V),
gap between the discharged and charged plateaus for G-PLTO
indicating that the overpotential or energy necessary for
(0.25 V) is much smaller than that of PLTO (0.4 V), agreeing
Na+ insertion into PLTO is much higher than that of G-PLTO.
well with the CV observations.
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Figure 3. a,b) CV curves of the initial three cycles at 0.1 mV s−1, c,d) charge–discharge profiles at 0.2 C, and e,f) capacity contributions from Regions
I to III for the PLTO (up) and G-PLTO (down) electrodes.

Figure 4 shows the sodium storage performance of the
G-PLTO electrode. The G-PLTO electrode exhibits reversible capacities of 200, 180, 145, 115, 80, and 58 mA h g−1 at
0.2, 0.6, 1.2, 3, 6, and 12 C, respectively, indicating an excellent rate capability. Even at the extremely high rate of 60 C, a
reversible capacity is still retained at 35 mA h g−1. When the
current rate is reset back to 0.2 C after cycling at various rates,
the capacity can be recovered up to 195 mA h g−1, and keeps
almost steady in the subsequent 115 charge–discharge cycles
(Figure 4b), demonstrating good cyclability. The charge–discharge profiles at different C-rates show similar shapes consisting of two sloping regions and one plateau region, indicative
of stable host structure even over fast Na+ insertion/extraction
(Figure 4c). Besides, as the current rate increases, the voltage
plateaus decrease apparently, but the sloping region keeps
almost unchanged. These results suggest that the kinetics of
Na+ intercalation into Li4Ti5O12 becomes insufficient at high

rates while the kinetics of Na+ adsorption on the interface
(interfacial Na storage) remain highly sufficient even at high
rates. The G-PLTO electrode also demonstrates superior durability. After slow decay in the initial 10 cycles, the reversible
capacity of 120 mA h g−1 keeps steady even after 12 000 cycles at
3 C (Figure 4d). As far as we know, this is the longest reported
cycle life up to date for the Ti-based electrodes of SIBs, and one
of the best cyclabilities among all ever-reported electrodes of
SIBs (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information).[4,10–28,36–38]
We should also note that the initial Coulombic efficiency is not
very high (≈41%), which may be due to the SEI formation on
the surface of the electrode material in the first cycle.[4,35] Strategies such as pre-sodiation, chemical treating or adding additives (such as fluorinated ethylene carbonate (EC)) to the electrolyte have been reported to efficiently mitigate the irreversible capacity.[4,23,39] For comparison, we have also investigated
the Na storage performances of the PLTO and the graphene

Figure 4. Sodium storage performance of the G-PLTO electrode: a) rate performance at various C-rates, b) cycling performance at 0.2 C after the rate
performance test in (a), c) discharge profiles from various C-rates of 0.2−12 C, and d) long-term cycling performance at 3 C for 12 000 cycles.
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aerogel (GA, fabricated in the same procedure as G-PLTO except no PLTO added) electrodes. The PLTO electrode shows a much
poorer rate performance with capacities of
100, 75, 50, 30, 20, 15, 12, and 10 mA h g−1
at 0.2, 0.6, 1.2, 3, 6, 12, 30, and 60 C (Figure S5a,
Supporting Information). For the PLTO
electrode, the capacity is only 90 mA h g−1
at 0.2 C (Figure S5b, Supporting Information), and the performance gets worse at
a higher rate of 3 C (the capacity decreases
from 80 to 35 mA h g−1 after 500 cycles, see
Figure S5c in the Supporting Information).
The inferior performance of PLTO may result
from its low intrinsic conductivity toward
Na+ ions and electrons. The rate performance of the GA electrode is unsatisfied as
well, demonstrated by capacities of 150, 120,
110, 90, 75, 58, 35, and 25 mA h g−1 at 0.2, 0.6,
1.2, 3, 6, 12, 30, and 60 C (1 C = 175 mA g−1),
respectively (Figure S6a, Supporting Information). A low capacity of ≈80 mA h g−1 is
obtained at 3 C over 200 cycles (Figure S6b,
Supporting Information). Considering the
fact that the mass percentage of the graphene
framework in the G-PLTO composite is only
20 wt%, the capacity contribution from the
graphene framework would be very small
Figure 5. Graphical illustration of the structural merits and the integrated Na storage mechanisms
(see Table S2 in the Supporting Information). in the G-PLTO electrode.
The big difference in sodium storage performance between the G-PLTO composite aerogel
analysis based on cyclic voltammetry that has been proven as
and the pure PLTO or GA materials further proves the effect
a powerful technique for studying the electrochemical kinetics
caused by confining porous Li4Ti5O12 nanofibers in the highly
of electrode materials toward Li+ or Na+. Figure 6a,c display the
conductive 3D interconnected graphene frameworks. From a
structural point of view, the composite structure shows three
typical CV curves at the scan rates of 0.1−2 and 5−100 mV s−1,
advantages. Firstly, the porous architecture of LTO nanofibers
respectively, where broad peaks during both cathodic and
consisting of numerous nanoparticles and nanopores not only
anodic processes can be observed. It is interesting to note that
contributes to sufficient contact between LTO and electrolyte but
the redox peak separation value keep almost identical (≈0.25 V)
also shortens the pathway for Na+ diffusion, which is beneficial to
when the scan rate is lower than 2 mV s−1, demonstrating small
the Na+ insertion/extraction process and the interfacial Na storage
polarization at moderate scan rates. When the scan rate goes
above 2 mV s−1 (from 5 to 100 mV s−1), the peak separation
on the LTO–electrolyte interface. Secondly, the strong adhesion
between LTO nanofibers and graphene frameworks offers abunvalue increases with the scan rate, indicating a higher energy
dant interfacial sites for Na+ adsorption, contributing to additional
needed for Na+ intercalation at a higher rate. According to the
interfacial Na storage. Thirdly, the 3D interconnected graphene
relationship of i = avb between current (i) and scan rate (v), it
frameworks provide highly conductive networks for fast transis possible to determine the b-value by plotting the log(i)-log(v)
port of electrons, lowering the resistance for Na storage, which
curve.[4,40,41] If the b-value is 1, the total charge (Q) comes from
can also be confirmed by the EIS results of the G-PLTO and
the capacitive process (interfacial Na storage process); if b = 0.5,
PLTO electrodes (Figure S7, Supporting Information). Figure 5
the charge is totally diffusion-controlled (Na+ insertion/extracgraphically illustrates the structural merits for Na storage in the
tion process). As shown in Figure 6b, the b-value is 0.87 both
G-PLTO composite aerogel. It clearly demonstrates that the intein the cathodic and anodic processes when v < 2 mV s−1, indigrated structure design involving hierarchical pores (nanopores
cating that the charge (thus the capacity) comes from two types
among the LTO nanoparticles and macropores among the graof contributions. When the scan rate is higher than 2 mV s−1,
phene sheets) and mixed phase composition (LTO and graphene
the b-value significantly decreases from 0.84 to 0.52 (Figure 6d),
phases) conduces to a combinational Na storage mechanism for
reflecting the limitation to the rate capability which may be
Na+ insertion/extraction and interfacial Na storage.
resulted from the increase of the ohmic contribution and/
or diffusion constrains at high rates.[41] With a more detailed
Therefore, the superior Na storage performance of the
G-PLTO composite aerogel is greatly ascribed to the interfacial
analysis, we can further quantify the exact ratio between the
Na storage occurring in the plenty PLTO–electrolyte and PLTO–
two contributions at a certain scan rate by separating the spegraphene interfaces. To validate this, we performed kinetic
cific contribution from the capacitive and diffusion-controlled
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Figure 6. Kinetic analysis of the G-PLTO electrode: a,b) CV curves from 0.1 to 2 mV s−1 and the corresponding log(scan rate)-log(peak current) profiles,
c,d) CV curves from 5 to 100 mV s−1 and the corresponding log(scan rate)-log(peak current) profiles, e) separations of the capacitive charge from the
total charge at 0.5 mV s−1, and f) comparison of the capacitive charge contributions of various scan rates.

charge at a particular voltage (see more calculation details as
described in the Supporting Information).[19,41] Figure 6e
displays the calculated result of the charge contributions from
the two types of mechanisms at 0.5 mV s−1. The capacitive contribution is determined to be 47.2%, suggesting that the Na
storage in the G-PLTO composite aerogel generates from both
capacitive (interfacial) and diffusion-controlled (intercalation)
processes. We should also note that the capacitive contributions
increase from 36.3% to 70.6% as the scan rate increases from
0.1 to 2 mV s−1 (Figure 6f). This indicates that the kinetics for
the Na+ intercalation process is limited at high rates, whereas
the kinetics for the interfacial Na storage process is still sufficient, in good agreement with the above analysis. The overall
kinetic analysis results disclose that the intercalation-based
and interfacial Na storage behaviors take effect simultaneously

in the G-PLTO composite aerogel, which account for its high
capacity, excellent rate capability and long cycle life.
In order to get more insight into the sodiation process of
the G-PLTO electrode, we investigated the phase structure and
surface states of the electrode materials at different charge–
discharge states. The in situ XRD patterns (Figure 7a) show
that a new phase, Na6[LiTi5]O12, emerges on discharging
and disappears on charging, which can be attributed to the
insertion/extraction of Na+ into/out of the Li4Ti5O12 host
(Li4Ti5O12 ↔ Na6[LiTi5]O12). Besides, the sodiation/desodiation processes are accompanied with a redox reaction
between Ti4+/Ti3+, as evidenced by the ex situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results, demonstrating that trivalent
Ti3+ appears upon Na+ insertion and vanishes on charging
(Figure 7b). The peaks assigned to the metal-oxide bond in the

Figure 7. a) In situ XRD results, and b,c) ex situ high-resolution XPS spectra of the G-PLTO electrodes at different states of discharge then charge.
d) Graphical illustration of the Na+ insertion/extraction processes occurring in the G-PLTO electorde.
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3. Conclusion
In summary, a novel composite aerogel of porous Li4Ti5O12
nanofibers confined in the highly conductive 3D interconnected graphene frameworks has been fabricated via a facile
route. As an anode for sodium-ion battery, the composite electrode delivers a high reversible capacitance of 195 mA h g−1
at 0.2 C and 120 mA h g−1 at 3 C. More appealingly, an ultralong cycle life of 12 000 cycles is attained, which is the best
cyclability reported in the Ti-based electrodes for SIBs. Further
analyses reveal that the unique structure of porous LTO
nanofibers wrapped by 3D graphene offers not only short pathways for Na+ diffusion and highly conductive networks for
electrons transport but also abundant LTO–electrolyte (solid–
liquid) and LTO–graphene (solid–solid) interfacial sites for
Na+ adsorption, giving rise to an additional interfacial Na
storage. Moreover, the formation of a stable SEI layer on the

Adv. Energy Mater. 2016, 6, 1600322

surface of the electrode and the excellent stability of the electrode structure contribute to the outstanding durability. It is
believed that the large-capacity and long-life G-PLTO composite
aerogel is a promising anode material for high-performance
SIBs. Our present findings are helpful for the design and fabrication of next-generation sodium-ion batteries for large-scale
energy storage applications.

4. Experimental Section
Materials Synthesis: GO was synthesized according to a modified
Hummer’s method,[43] and the PLTO nanofibers were prepared as
previously reported.[34] In a typical procedure, 48 mg of LTO was
dispersed into 4 mL of GO solution (4 mg mL−1) and sonicated for
10 min. Then 20 µL of EDA was added into the above solution. The
mixture was ultrasonically treated for another 1 h and then subjected
to hydrothermal reaction for 6 h at 95 °C. After cooling down to room
temperature, the resultant cylinder hydrogel was taken out and washed
with water for several times. The final product was collected by being
freeze-dried for 48 h. GA was synthesized in the same procedure as
G-PLTO except no PLTO added.
Materials Characterization: The structure and morphology of the
products were measured by XRD (PANalytical B.V., Holland), SEM
(SIRION200), TEM (Tecnai G2 F30, FEI Holland), and XPS (VG MultiLab
2000 system with a monochromatic A1 Kα X-ray source, Thermo VG
Scientific). TG analysis was carried out in air atmosphere from 40 to
850 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1. Raman spectra were collected
on a Renishaw Invia spectrometer with an Ar+ laser of 514.5 nm at room
temperature.
Electrochemical Characterization: All working electrodes were
prepared by mixing 80 wt% active material, 10 wt% super P, and
10 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) dissolved in N-methyl-2pyrrolidone to make a slurry, and then coated onto a Cu foil and
dried at 100 °C for 24 h before testing (the areal mass loading of the
active material in the electrode film is about 1.5−2 mg cm−2). Sodium
metal was used as the counter and reference electrode, glass fiber
membrane (GF/D, Whatman) as the separator, and 1 M NaClO4 in
a mixture of EC and propylene carbonate (PC) (1:1 by volume) as
the electrolyte. Galvanostatic charge–discharge measurements were
carried out on a Land Battery Measurement System (Land, China) at
various C-rates with a cutoff potential window ranging from 0.05−3 V
at room temperature. CV at various scan rates from 0.1 to 100 mV s−1
and electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) over the frequency
ranging from 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz were performed on a PARSTAT
2273 potentiostat.
In Situ XRD Measurements: For in situ XRD testing, an electrochemical
cell module with a beryllium window directly cast with slurry was used.
The XRD patterns of the cell at various discharge–charge states were
then collected by a D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer, using Cu-Kα
radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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O 1s high-resolution XPS spectra show similar transformations during discharging and charging, further confirming the
redox reaction occurring in the G-PLTO electrode (Figure 7c).
Another peak in O 1s related to Na2CO3 or −OH appears on
discharging and remains on charging. This may result from
the formation of a SEI layer on the surface of the electrode
by considering the possibility of reactions between sodium
and the carbonate-based electrolyte. Further supports come
from the in situ EIS results (Figure S8, Supporting Information). Upon discharging, the semi-circles corresponding to the
Na+ diffusion in the surface film at high frequency shows a
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resistance upon Na+ insertion into the surface film and the
electrode materials. This observed phenomenon may be due
to the distinct transport properties of Na+ ions in the surface
film, similar to the previous report.[42] It is worth noting that
the EIS spectra keep almost unchanged during the subsequent
charging process, indicating of the formation of a stable SEI
film on the surface of the electrode. Figure 7d graphically illustrates the new phase formation, redox reaction, SEI layer formation and volume expansion (13%) during the Na+ insertion/
extraction processes in the G-PLTO electrode.
We further checked the stability of the electrode material
after 10 000 discharge–charge cycles. As shown in Figure S9a
in the Supporting Information, the graphene-wrapped PLTO
microstructure is well maintained even after 10 000 discharge–
charge cycles. HR-TEM image shows that the crystal structure
of LTO retains well (Figure S9b, Supporting Information),
which can be further supported by the selected-area electron
diffraction (SAED) (Figure S9c, Supporting Information).
While the STEM image and the corresponding linear element
distribution results reveal that Na and C elements are rich on
the surface (Figure S9d,e, Supporting Information). Considering the fact that the SEI film contains sodium carbonate, it is
reasonable to conclude that a SEI layer is formed on the surface
of the G-PLTO electrode. This is also consistent with the above
analysis. Apparently, both the formation of a stable SEI layer on
the surface of the electrode and the high stability of the electrode structure contribute to the outstanding cyclability of the
G-PLTO electrode.
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